CLASSIC
KASTHALL
DESIGN STUDIO

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLASSIC
Classic comes in three new patterns: Matrice Small, Matrice Large and Links. Classic is hand tufted, using a long-fibre wool yarn with a lovely lustre and strong visual expression.
This is our most flexible rug, available in different patterns or border in bouclé. It can be tufted into any size and shape. Classic also opens for room specific flooring and may
be ordered in special colors. The very high quality of the yarn and the tight stitches of the tuft make Classic suitable to both private homes and public spaces. Classic comes in
nine new powdry colors and three new patterns.
PRODUCT TYPE: Hand tufted rug in high-quality wool

PILE HEIGHT: approx. 13 mm
Plain: approx. 13 mm, Damask: 10/12 mm, Links & Matrice: 10/13 mm

PILE MATERIAL: 100% wool

PILE WEIGHT: approx. 3000 g/m² (Damask 2150 g/m²)

BASE FABRIC: Polyester

TOTAL HEIGHT: approx. 17 mm (Damask 16 mm)

BACKING MATERIAL: Polypropylene and recycled yarn

TOTAL WEIGHT: approx. 4000 g/m² (Damask 3050 g/m²)

ADHESIVE: Aqueous acrylic adhesive
SIZE: Any size and shape available. Or choose amongst
our suggested sizes: 140x200 cm, 170x240 cm, 200x300 cm,
250x350 cm, 300x400 cm, 350x450 cm. Round: Ø 240 cm.
Also suitable as an exclusive wall-to-wall carpet.

Wear classification:
(EN 1307) Class 33
Commercial Heavy

Luxury rating:
(EN 1307) LC 5

Fire classification:
(EN 13501-1) Cfl-s1

Acoustics:
αw D, ΔLw 8A

CE system 3 (EN 14041)

Meets the requirements for Green Label Plus

CARE ADVICE HAND TUFTED RUGS
To further extend the lifetime of your rug, Kasthall recommends a regular maintenance
so that the rug may retain its shape and appearance. If you have a light, single-colour
rug you will need to care for it more often than a darker, patterned rug. Thorough
vacuum cleaning is the best, most economical and environmentally friendly cleaning
method. Beating or shaking a rug may damage the fibers. Note that it is quite normal
for the rug to lose individual fibers when used, these are excess fibres and it does not
affect the general quality of the rug. If you want to get rid of excess fibres faster, you
can vacuum the rug daily for an initial period. It is most efficient to vacuum the rug
one direction at a time. Remember that hand tufted rugs in linen are sensitive to water,
so take particular care with the amount of water you use when removing stains.
CLEANING ADVICE
We recommend that the rug is cleaned by a professional cleaner, using the extraction
method on a flat surface. The quantity and temperature of the water will depend on
the material and pile length. Good ventilation during the drying process is essential.
Shrinkage will be about 3–5%. Kasthall’s rugs are not to be machine-washed or drycleaned. At www.kasthall.com you can read more about our materials, how to look after
your rug and our stain guide.
CHOOSING A RUG
Choose the characteristics of the rug, its colour and design to suit the space in which
it will be laid. If it is to be laid in a hall, for example, you may choose a type of rug that
is more resistant to wear, and a colour that is a little darker and dirt-tolerant. Use a rug
as a means of bringing together the rest of the interior. Decide whether you want to
place a sofa on the rug or at its edge. If a rug is to be placed underneath a dining table,
add at least 60 cm all round the table to allow space for pulling out the chairs.
Hand tufted rugs are suitable for creating cosy environments with warm acoustics.
Depending on the quality, hand tufted rugs can work equally well in domestic settings
and public spaces. Ideal for use in living rooms, bedrooms and in lounge environments
and hotel rooms.
300x400

Table 90x280
Chair 50

200x300

Table 90x200
Chair 50
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200x300

170x240

Couch 240, seat 90
Coffee-table 140x70

Couch 220x90
Coffee-table 140x60
Armchair 80x80

250x350

Couch 220x90
Coffeetable 140x60
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SUSTAINABILITY AT KASTHALL
Sustainability is rooted in Kasthall’s history. It was there when we started and
continues today in our work and ambition to contribute to a sustainable future.
It is evident in our circular approach to design and in a fully-traceable supply chain
to reduce our impact on people and planet. It is part of our commitment to local
Swedish production and a made-to-order system that creates less waste. We also
use third-party environmental declarations and assessment to ensure reliability.
Read more about our sustainability work and philosophy at kasthall.com.
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250x350
Couch 350x200, seat 90
Coffee-table 140x60
Armchair 80x80
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Examples of commonly used rug sizes:
1. Dining table with 6 chairs: rug size 200x300 cm
2. Dining table with 10 chairs: rug size 300x400 cm
3. Three-seat couch with armchairs: rug size 170x240 cm
4. Three-seat double couch: rug size 200x300 cm

300x400
Couch 220x90
Coffeetable 140x60

5.

8350x450

Couch 300x200, seat 90
Daybed 195x95
Coffeetable 60 Ø
Ottoman 80x80

Three-seat double couch: rug size 250x350 cm

6. Corner sofa with armchairs: rug size 250x350 cm
7.
8.

Three-seat double couch: rug size 300x400 cm
Corner sofa with daybed and armchair:
rug size 350x450 cm

OTHER INFORMATION
• Depending on the materials used and the rug-making process, dimensions may
vary by up to 2 % so please state maximum or minimum dimensions when placing 		
your order.
• Note that all rugs from Kasthall are made from natural materials. Variations in 		
colour and texture can therefore arise between batches of yarn and dye baths.

CLASSIC

Design KASTHALL DESIGN STUDIO
Hand tufted rug in high-quality wool

PATTERNS:

Plain

Matrice Small

Matrice Large

Bouclé Border (5 cm wide)

Damask

Links

Bouclé Border (7 cm wide)

CLASSIC Colors – Samples 15x15 cm

Cream 8001

Silver Grey 512

Granite 5005

Elephant Grey 513

Greige 511

Soft Ceramic 807

Fudge 805

Satin Clay 806

Dark Slate 514

Hortensia Blush 620

Rose Marble 611

Muted Teal 203

Antique Brass 706

Botanic Shade 303

Misty Taupe 515

Mink Brown 707

KASTHALL HQ SWEDEN
Phone +46 320 20 59 00, Fax +46 320 20 59 01
Fritslavägen 42, Box 254, SE-511 23 Kinna, Sweden
info@kasthall.se
For the latest updates of our collection, please visit www.kasthall.com
All the designs shown here are protected under law. Kasthall have the property rights and distribution rights worldwide. Copying will be prosecuted.

CLASSIC

Design KASTHALL DESIGN STUDIO
Hand tufted rug in high-quality wool

Rug Plain 170x240 cm, Rose Marble 611

Rug Matrice Small 200x300 cm, Soft Ceramic 807

Rug Links Ø 240 cm, Botanic Shade 303
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Design KASTHALL DESIGN STUDIO
Hand tufted rug in high-quality wool

Rug Bouclé Border, 5 cm, 170x240 cm, Granite 5005

Rug Bouclé Border, 7 cm, 170x240 cm, Cream 8001

Rug Damask 170x240 cm, Rose Marble 611
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